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The following is an introduction to the basic commands used in Stata. We outline 

the main commands associated with creating variables, generating summary statistics, 

generating graphs and running Ordinary Least Squares regressions. If at any point we 

are unsure about a command, we simply type ”help command name” in the command 

window in order to obtain the Stata documentation.
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1 Creating a log file

log

Stata can create a copy of everything that is sent to the Results window, with the

exception of graphs. This is called a log file and can be helpful for us to save all of our

session’s output. This will also retain our commands. To create a log file, we simply

type ”log using filename” in the command window. Stata will start a log, and save the

file in our computer’s default folder.

Once we have finished our Stata session, we simply type ”log close” to close our existing

log.

2 Loading a dataset

use

In order to load a dataset, we simply type ”use ”filepathname”” in the command window.
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3 Descriptive statistics

describe

In order to view the dataset currently in memory, we type ”describe” in the command

window.

sum

In order to view a variable’s summary statistics, we type ”sum varname” in the command

window.
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We can view additional summary statistics by including ”, detail” after the command.

Finally, we can summarize multiple variables at once by typing ”sum varname1 varname2

...”.

sort

To sort our dataset according to specific variables, we type ”sort varname1 varname2

...”.
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4 Generating new variables

gen

We create a new variable by typing ”gen varname = [syntax ]” in the command window.

For example, in order to generate the logarithm of the variable sales, we type:

rename

In order to change the name of an existing variable, we simply type ”rename oldname

newname”.

egen

In order to generate a new variable based on descriptive statistics, we type ”egen varname

= [syntax ]”. For example, to generate a variable that yields the mean value of the

logarithm of sales, we type the following:
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5 Generating graphs

scatter

In order to generate a scatter plot of two variables x and y, we type ”scatter varname1

varname2 ” in the command window.
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To include a regression line in our scatter plot, we simply add ”|| lfit varname1 varname2 ”

to our previous command.
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hist

In order to generate a histogram, we type ”hist varname” in the command window. Stata

provides default bin sizes, but these can be modified by including ”, bin(# of bins)” at

the end of our previous command.
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6 Ordinary Least Squares Regression

reg

In order to run an OLS regression of a variable y on variables x1, x2..., we type ”reg y

x1 x2 ” in the command window.

predict

In order to obtain a linear prediction of our dependent variable y, we simply type ”predict

newvar, xb” in the command window after our regression output:

Similarly, in order to obtain the residuals of our regression, we type ”predict newvar,

res” in the command window after our regression output:
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